Case study

SPECIALIST SCHOOL INSTALLS NEW CHILDFRIENDLY CLASS CHANGE AND PA SYSTEM

Overview

Blossom House School is a specialist independent day school for children aged
between 3 and 19 years with speech, language and communication difficulties.
James Stavert, Director of Operations explains the benefits they found after
installing Bodet’s Harmonys Class Change and PA system:

Industry: Education
Solution: Harmonys Class Change
& PA System

What was the challenge you were looking to overcome initially?

SUMMARY

Benefits


To ensure classes begin and
finish on time



Differentiate routine alerts
and emergency alarms



Minimise impact on pupils



Broadcast different
announcements to Lower or
Upper school pupils



Provide an efficient approach
to lock down / evacuation

“We didn’t use fire bells to announce class changes,
as special needs children find harsh, loud sounds very
upsetting. This meant staff relied on clocks to finish
classes or start breaks which resulted in classes
starting at different times. This adversely affected the
smooth running of the school and reduced the
available learning time for students. We needed a
system that would communicate specific messages
quickly and clearly, but in a way that would have a
minimal impact on the children.”

Why did you decide to get in touch with Bodet?
“We looked at several class change systems but
decided that the versatility of Bodet Harmonys system
means we can choose from a range of melodies or use
the microphone to record our own announcements.
This helps staff and students end lessons on time and is
more sympathetic to the student’s needs”

What are the benefits of the equipment for your school?
About Bodet Limited
Bodet has provided clocks,
class change, PA and Time
and Attendance solutions for
over 25 years.
This devotion to constant
improvement has enabled
Bodet to become the
European leader in its
sector.

“The melodies we use for alerts are calming and do not
upset the students. The zoning facility is also a real
benefit for us as we can either make general
announcements to the whole school, or broadcast
different alerts that are specific to the primary or
secondary students. The system has been very well
received by both staff and students and the school now
runs much more efficiently.”

WHY NOT EQUIP YOUR SCHOOL WITH BODET’S CLASS CHANGE
AND PA SYSTEM? CALL US ON 01442 418 800.
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